PRAGMATIC - PRostate cancer diAGnosis and MAnagement – Triage in the Clinical care pathway.
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Abstract:

Background:

It is important to investigate, diagnose and commence treatment for locally advanced and metastatic prostate cancer quickly to optimise treatment outcomes. Since the introduction of national 2-week wait and 31/62-day targets in the United Kingdom for investigation of suspected prostate cancer over 2 decades ago, the clinical pathway has become increasingly complex. This may lead to some patients with the most clinically significant disease having the rapidity of their diagnosis and commencement of treatment compromised by resource use in diagnosing less significant, or clinically insignificant, disease.

Methods:

We will conduct a retrospective review of timelines for diagnosis and commencement of treatment for all men referred to a tertiary unit for investigation of suspected prostate cancer on the 2-week wait pathway in a 3-month period in 2023. In parallel, we will introduce triaging of all new 2-week wait referrals in a prospective 3-month period, with a dedicated nurse navigator streamlining patients for the most rapid investigation and treatment, based on pre-specified risk criteria including PSA, pre-biopsy mpMRI findings including TNM staging, and histology results. We hypothesise that this bespoke triaging system, above and beyond the 2-week wait and 2022 Faster Diagnostic Pathway guidance issued by NHS England, will improve timings for investigation and commencement of treatment for the most clinically significant prostate cancer cases.

Conclusions:

The use of in-house criteria for triaging and stratification of the most clinically urgent and significant prostate cancer cases, identified by a nurse specialist navigator, may improve
clinical outcomes for patients with greatest need for rapid prostate cancer imaging,

diagnosis and treatment.


**Introduction:**

Prostate cancer is the commonest malignancy diagnosed in men in the United Kingdom, with around 52,300 new diagnosed cases, and 12,000 disease specific deaths, annually. In 2022 in England and Wales 19% of patients presented with metastatic disease. Two-week wait referral guidelines for referral from primary to specialist care for investigation of suspected prostate cancer, and 31- and 62-day targets for diagnosis and treatment respectively, were introduced in 2000 as part of the National Health Service (NHS) cancer plan for England, with the aim of improving the survival of patients with cancer. More recently, FASTER diagnosis targets were introduced in the UK in 2019 as part of the NHS Long Term Plan aim to diagnose, or exclude, prostate cancer in all patients referred from primary to specialist care within 28 days, and to commence treatment within 31 days of diagnosis. However, whilst these laudable arbitrary targets may have led to improvements in the time-to-diagnosis and time-to-treatment of cancer, there is no evidence that they have led to improvements in mortality. The clinical pathway for investigation of suspected prostate cancer has become increasingly complex over the last decade, with introduction of pre-biopsy multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI), the possibility to avoid biopsy based on mpMRI findings, cognitive or fusion targeted biopsy, either via the transrectal (local anaesthetic transrectal biopsy, TRUS) or local anaesthetic transperineal (LATP) biopsy routes, and use of novel molecular state-of-the-art imaging modalities for staging. Moreover, management options have become increasingly complex for localised disease, and may include active surveillance, radical surgery, radical radiotherapy with neoadjuvant androgen deprivation therapy (ADT), brachytherapy, and focal therapy. The increased complexity of the clinical pathway, coupled with an absence of risk-stratification
within two-week wait referral criteria, and the need for patients to receive appropriate
counselling of their options at each step of the pathway, has led to a risk that patients with
the most clinically significant disease (i.e. de novo locally advanced or metastatic cases) may
have the rapidity of their diagnosis and commencement of treatment compromised by
intensive resource use in diagnosing the large pool of less significant, or clinically
insignificant, disease cases.

In the case of localised (i.e. organ confined) prostate cancer, the two-week wait, and 31/62-
day, or FASTER 28/62-day targets, are arbitrary objectives, and achieving these targets may
not improve clinical outcomes. Recent evidence from the ProtecT trial in the UK
demonstrates remarkably low clinical progression and mortality rates for clinically localised
prostate cancer at a median of 15 years follow-up, regardless of whether patients were
randomised to receive active monitoring, radical surgery or radical radiotherapy 11. During
the recent COVID pandemic, clinical priority for treatment of urological conditions was
temporarily diverted away from prostate cancer treatment, and instead was focussed on
other urological malignancies such as bladder and renal cancer, along with time-critical
benign conditions such as ureteric stone disease 12. Ironically the COVID pandemic required
the urological community, and policymakers such as the British Association of Urological
Surgeons (BAUS), to bring into sharp focus the need to prioritise treatment of those
urological conditions most in need of rapid diagnosis and treatment. During the subsequent
move back towards standard clinical practice following the covid pandemic, focus has
moved back towards the 2-week wait and 28/62-day FASTER pathway, such as the recent
description of a RAPID prostate cancer diagnosis pathway 13. However, whilst the aims of
rapidly diagnosing all cases of prostate cancer may be laudable, this approach may not
accelerate the delivery of care to those most in need and may inadvertently divert resources away from other time-critical urological conditions. 

Clinicians recognise that high-risk localised, locally advanced, and metastatic prostate cancer require expedient investigation and commencement of treatment. However, it is pragmatic that lower-risk localised cases do not require rapid diagnosis or treatment. Indeed, very low-risk prostate cancer may not need diagnosis at all, with active surveillance being recommended, which may continue for life. At the present time the current 2-week wait, and 28/62-day, pathway targets and referral criteria are a ‘one size fits all’ approach to the targets for clinical assessment, investigation, and treatment of suspected prostate cancer, or for confirmed exclusion of the presence of this malignancy (Figure 1). The targets do not set out criteria with which to prioritise the potential ‘higher risk’ cases at referral (for example those at highest risk of having locally advanced or metastatic disease, such as those with a PSA ≥50 ng/ml at baseline) from the very start of the clinical pathway, nor do they prioritise 2-week wait referral patients for the most rapid prioritisation of imaging, biopsy, completion staging imaging, and commencement of treatment.

There is an ongoing significant challenge and aspiration in the UK urological community to deliver a world class prostate cancer diagnosis and management pathway, whilst trying to meet 2-week wait targets, but that the ‘one size fits all’ approach is not meeting the urgent requirements of the highest risk cases of this malignancy.
**Methods:**

We have registered an actionable review of the entire 2-week wait and 28/62-day prostate cancer diagnosis and treatment pathway at our Institution (Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust). We will undertake an internal Quality Improvement Project (QIP) to improve practice in this pathway for patients referred to our Institution with the highest need for rapid diagnosis and treatment. This process builds on ongoing work in the Urology Department to improve implementation of the arbitrary national pathway, such as ongoing evaluation of the pathway by Advanced Nurse Practitioners (ANPs) and clinical and non-clinical managers, recruitment of a ‘navigator’ to track and prioritise patients in the pathway based on need according to in-house criteria, and focussed help from the Cancer Improvement Team members and other stakeholders in the clinical pathway, including others aligned with the Urology Department (such as Radiology, Histopathology, and Clinical and Medical Oncology). This registered QIP (OUH reference number 8381) aims to allow all those engaged in the various multiple steps of the 2-week wait and 28/62-day pathway to triage the highest risk cases for the most rapid diagnosis and treatment, whilst simultaneously safeguarding against undue delay for lower-risk cases as an unintended consequence. This QIP has been reviewed by all stakeholders in the delivery of the clinical pathway at our Institution, including Urologists, ANPs, Cancer Specialist Nurses, Radiologists, Histopathologists, and Clinical and Medical Oncologists. This is important as some specialties involved in delivery of the pathway may need to slightly change practice to enable the proposed triaging protocol to be delivered effectively.
This QIP will involve a retrospective audit of all 2-week wait patients referred with suspected prostate cancer over a recent historical 3-month period, prior to the implementation of the triaging of the highest risk patient referrals. This will allow us to understand the timelines and bottlenecks in the pathway from initial referral to commencement of treatment, including the timeline for the highest risk patients, and those undergoing complex molecular imaging for triaging, which may add delay to the pathway. In addition to this retrospective evaluation of practice prior to the implementation of the internal triaging, we will prospectively audit a three-month period following implementation of the internal PRAGMATIC triaging, which will be based on previously published risk-stratification criteria such as the EAU risk groups for biochemical recurrence of localised and locally advanced prostate cancer\(^7\) (Table 1). The pragmatic stratification process (Figure 2) will be dynamic and can be reviewed at every investigation step in the pathway, including at the Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) review. Patients may move upwards or downwards into a different stream, dependent upon the outcome of investigations at each node in the pathway. Patients will be assigned a triage stream based on their highest risk factor. For example, an individual with a PSA ≥50 ng/ml potentially has locally advanced or metastatic prostate cancer unless proven otherwise and will therefore automatically be placed in the highest risk category. As a further example, a patient with T3a prostate cancer on pre-biopsy mpMRI but Gleason grade group 1 on biopsy will likely have been under-sampled, thus requiring early and urgent review and likely repeat biopsy sampling. Certain streams of patients, such as ‘Yellow Stream’ patients, may require discussion in the prostate cancer MDT before they can be ‘stepped down’ and taken off the 2-week wait pathway. As an example of this, the NICE Prostate Cancer Guidelines in the UK state that patients with PIRADs 3-5 lesion on pre-biopsy mpMRI, but with negative prostate biopsy histology
findings, require formal discussion in the prostate cancer MDT. We recognise, however, that there may also be a need for protocolised PRAGMATIC down-grading criteria to avoid potentially overburdening the highest risk patient streams. Our colour-coded PRAGMATIC ‘stratification streaming’ criteria are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. The ‘stratification streaming label’ will follow the patient from entry into the pathway until either commencement of treatment or discharge form the pathway. This will hopefully allow efficient triage of pre-biopsy mpMRI scans, prostate biopsy appointment, PSMA PET CT scan and other staging investigations, nurse led results clinics and consultant-led treatment option clinics, and dates for commencement of treatment. The over-arching aim is to prioritise a rapid pathway for the highest-risk patient groups, whilst simultaneously ensuring no patients are disadvantaged by this internal triaging process.
Figure 1: A flow chart indicative of the current patient pathway from primary care referral to commencement of treatment in Oxford. This flow chart gives the example of a patient with Gleason grade group 3 disease on biopsy, thus requiring a PSMA-PET CT scan for ‘completion staging’ based on our current local protocol.
2-week wait referral, based on patient characteristics (serum PSA +/- DRE findings), and fitness (ECOG-Performance Status):

**Poor performance status patients (PS ≥2):**
See in-person in clinic for assessment +/- investigation (in which case, follow guidance for fit patients as per the below, and arrange imaging +/- biopsy +/- treatment as appropriate), or for commencement of ‘PSA observation’ or ‘Watchful Waiting’ without further investigation as clinically appropriate.

In good performance status / fit patients (ECOG PS 0-2): See in-person or via telephone consultation, then:

**Initial assessment and mpMRI request (Triage node 1):**
- **PSA triage:**
  - Very High PSA (≥50 ng/ml) – triage to ‘Red Stream’ mpMRI (MRI within 3 days) +/- biopsy (biopsy date booked for 7 days post-date of mpMRI appointment)
  - High PSA (20 – 49.9 ng/ml) – triage to ‘Amber Stream’ mpMRI (MRI within 5 days) +/- biopsy (biopsy date booked for 7 days post-date of mpMRI appointment)
  - Medium PSA (10 -19.9 ng/ml) – triage to ‘Yellow Stream’ (MRI within 7 days) +/- biopsy (biopsy date booked for 7 days post-date of mpMRI appointment)
  - Low PSA (<10 ng/ml) – triage to ‘Green Stream’ (mpMRI within 10 days) +/- biopsy (biopsy date booked for 7 days post-date of mpMRI appointment)
- **DRE triage by a GP (if done) / urologist / nurse specialist (NB ideally classify DRE as ‘benign feeling or ‘suspicious’ for simplicity):**
  - ≥cT3 – triage to ‘Red Stream’ mpMRI (mpMRI within 3 days) +/- biopsy (biopsy date booked for 7 days post-date of mpMRI appointment)
  - cT1-2 – triage to ‘Amber, Yellow or Green Stream’ based on PSA as above

**Triage based on mpMRI report (Triage node 2):**
- ‘Red, Amber & Yellow Stream’ men remain unless upgraded based on below:
  - Any M1 or N1 disease – triage to ‘Red Stream’ – result to patient within 3 days, and biopsy date within 7 days of mpMRI result
  - ≥T3 (but NO MO) disease - triage to ‘Amber Stream’ – result to patient within 5 days, and biopsy date within 10 days of mpMRI result
  - T2 lesion (PI-RADS 4-5), or PSAd ≥0.2 ng/ml2 – triage to ‘Yellow Stream’ - result to patient within 7 days, and biopsy date within 14 days of mpMRI result
  - PI-RADS 3 lesion, or no lesion (T1), or PSAd <0.2 ng/ml2 - triage to ‘Green Stream’ – result to patient within 14 days of mpMRI result [may come off pathway if chooses ‘PSA observation’; if proceeds to biopsy, then biopsy within 21 days of mpMRI result]

**Triage based on biopsy report (Triage node 3):**
- ‘Red, Amber & Yellow Stream’ men remain so, unless upgraded based on below:
  - ‘Red Stream’ – results given by CNS within 5 days, PSMA PET CT within 14 days
  - Gleason grade group 4-5, or ≥T3 disease on biopsy – triage to ‘Amber Stream’ - results given by CNS within 7 days, PSMA PET CT within 21 days
  - Gleason grade group 2/3 – triage to ‘Yellow Stream’ - results given by CNS within 14 days, or see in surgery and/or oncology clinics within 21 days
Gleason grade group 1 – triage to ‘Green Stream’- results given by CNS within 14 days, or see in surgery and/or oncology clinics within 28 days

**Triage based on PSMA PET CT report (Triage node 4):**

- ‘Red & Amber Stream’ men remain so, unless upgraded based on the below:
  - M1 disease – triage to ‘Red Stream’ – discuss in next MDT, start ADT within 7 days, medical oncology clinic within 14 days
  - N1 disease, or T3 NO MO – triage to ‘Amber Stream’ – discuss in next MDT, if appropriate start ADT within 7 days, surgery / clinical oncology clinic within 14 days
  - T2 NO MO disease – triage to ‘Yellow Stream’– discuss in next MDT, surgery / clinical oncology clinic within 21 days

**Up-Triage of any patients waiting since the last activity on the pathway:**

- This is a safeguard introduced into the pathway to prevent lower-risk patients being disproportionately disadvantaged; this is particularly significant to prevent a patient who has lower-risk clinical criteria but may occultly have higher-risk disease.
- Anyone in the ‘Green Stream’ should have their next investigation / assessment / ‘node review’ within 3 weeks of the last activity, and be promoted to the ‘Yellow Stream’ at that stage
- Anyone in the ‘Yellow Stream’ should have their next investigation / assessment / ‘node review’ within 2 weeks of the last activity (since entry into amber stream) and then be promoted to ‘Amber Stream’.
- Anyone in the ‘Amber Stream’ should have their next investigation / assessment / ‘node review’ within 10 days of the last activity (since entry into amber stream) and then be promoted to ‘Red Stream’.

**Table 1:** Indicative example of PRAGMATIC ‘stratification streaming’ criteria.
Figure 2: Example of the PRAGMATIC streaming criteria used in the 2-week wait Suspected Prostate Cancer Pathway. This triaging is for illustrative purposes only, and will be shaped by previously published risk categories, and by the results of the embedded internal audit of 6-months of patients referred on the 2-week wait Suspected Prostate Cancer Pathway (July-December 2022). The pathway will also include the removal of men after exclusion of prostate cancer, or who perhaps request ‘PSA observation’ in the context of a negative pre-biopsy MRI and low-risk of significant disease, or who are informed they have low-volume low- or favourable intermediate-risk prostate cancer suitable for Active Surveillance.
Abbreviations:

ADT – Androgen Deprivation Therapy
ANP – Advanced Nurse Practitioner
BAUS – British Association of Urological Surgeons
CNS – Clinical Nurse Specialist
DRE – Digital rectal Examination
EAU – European Association of Urology
ECOG – Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
LATP – Local Anaesthetic TransPerineal
MDT – MultiDisciplinary Team
mpMRI – Multi-parametric Magnetic Resonance Imaging
NHS – National Health Service
NICE – National Institute for health and Care Excellence
PI-RADS – Prostate Imaging Reporting And Data System
PRAGMATIC – PRostate cancer diAGnosis and MAnagement – Triage In Clinical care pathway.
PSA – Prostate Specific Antigen
PSAd – Prostate Specific Antigen density
PSMA PET CT – Prostate Specific Membrane Antigen Positron Emission Tomography–Computed Tomography
QIP – Quality Improvement Project
TNM – Tumour, Nodes, Metastasis
TRUS – TransRectal Ultrasound
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